Canonbury Home Learning
Year 2/3 Maths
Steppingstone activity
Lesson 3 – 01.07.2020
LO: To draw and interpret pictograms 1-5
Success Criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Watch the video about pictograms https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zg4d2hv
Sing along with the video counting in 5s https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EemjeA2Djjw
Use the chart to draw a pictogram where 1 book is equal to 5 books
Use the pictogram to answer the questions – can you answer them all?!

1. https://www.bbc.co.uk/
bitesize/clips/zg4d2hv

3. The children at Canonbury recorded
the number of books read in each class.
Use the chart to draw a pictogram
where one book represents 5 books, e.g.

4. How many cupcakes were sold at the
bakery on Wednesday?

10 books
How ma

2. https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=EemjeA2Djjw

5. How many more cupcakes were sold
on Tuesday than Monday?
6. How many cupcakes were sold
altogether?

Canonbury Home Learning
Year 2/3 Maths
Lesson 3 – 01.07.2020
LO: To interpret and present data using pictograms
Task:

You are going to be interpreting pictograms 2, 5, and 10 and/or 4, 8, and 12
Success Criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.
Model:

Watch the video about pictograms https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zg4d2hv
Read the information about the key symbols
Task 1: Use the pictograms to answer the questions – remember to check the key, is each symbol 2, 5, or 10? Show your working out!
Task 2: Use the pictograms to answer the questions – remember to check the key, is each symbol 4, 8, or 12? Show your working out!

3.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/
clips/zg4d2hv
2. Sometimes the key might say:
= 10 but you only want to show
5 objects.
This is when you have to half the
symbol
so that half a triangle
represents 5 objects.
Choosing to draw a simple symbol
you can easily half is important
when drawing pictograms!

3.

Canonbury Home Learning
Year 2/3 Maths
Main activity
Task 1

Practice
1. How many books were borrowed
from the library on Tuesday?

Task 2

Practice
1. Answer the questions about the
number of cereal boxes sold

2. How many chocolate bars were
sold on Monday?
A. How many boxes of Sugar Flakes were
sold?
B. How many more boxes of Coco Chips
were sold than Crunchies?
C. How many boxes of Bran Hoops and
Sugar Flakes were sold?
D. How many fewer boxes of Wheat Bites
3. How many slices of pizza were sold were sold compared to Crunchies?

in the café on Monday?

2. Answer the questions about the
stationery sold at a shop.

4. How many footballs were sold at
the sports shop on Friday?

A. How many sharpeners were sold?
B. Which item was sold the most?
C. Which items have a difference of 30?
D. How many more scissors were sold
compared to sticky tape?

Canonbury Home Learning
Task 3

Reasoning
Explain your answers.

Task 4

Problem solving

Canonbury Home Learning
Challenge

